CALL FOR SELECTION FOR ADMISSION TO THE DOCTORAL COURSE IN PRECISION MEDICINE (COURSE OF NATIONAL INTEREST) 
UNIVERSITY OF PALERMO
Academic Year 2023/2024 (XXXIX Cycle)

THE RECTOR

<List of referred Italian laws inside the decree n. 5077 of 2023/07/21>

DECREES
Art. 1
PhD Course in Precision Medicine

The following Research Doctorate Course is activated - A.Y. 2023/2024 – Cycle XXXIX, with administrative headquarters at the University of Palermo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PhD course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRECISION MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordinator</th>
<th>Prof. Antonio RUSSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Discipline Chirurgiche, Oncologiche e Stomatologiche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positions</td>
<td>55 1 of which reserved to a candidate with a foreign master degree 7 of which without scholarships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The form attached to this notice reports the research topics, the restricted topics required by the funder and the curricula (if any) into which the course is divided, the required admission qualifications and the required degree classes.
All scholarships financed by external bodies will be paid to beneficiary subject to the actual collection by the University of the relative sums.

A DDR course will not be activated if one of the following conditions occurs:
- the course will not be authorized by the MUR;
- less than four applications are received;
- at any stage of the competition procedure, there will be fewer than four candidates present. In this case, the selection board will take note of the preclusion of the further course and will notify the candidates present;
- at the end of the selection procedure, there will be fewer than four candidates in the ranking (Ministerial Decree 226/2021, Art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b, number 1).

The date, place and time of the tests will be published on the website www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati and this publication will have the value of notification for all purposes; candidates, therefore, will not receive any written communication regarding the date and location of the test.

The positions with scholarship referred to in this announcement may be increased and/or financed as a result of additional available funds, also obtained from external public or private bodies, through agreements or conventions to be stipulated after the publication of this announcement and in any case within six months from the start of the PhD course.

Any other scholarships that may become available in the context of research projects funded by calls for calls for National Operational Programmes, Regional Operational Programs, other Community, National and Regional Programs and/or International Projects, may be used in addition to the scholarships funded by the University. Furthermore, suitable candidates awarded a grant from the European Commission, for a gross amount equivalent to or greater than the doctoral scholarship, at the end of the competition procedure, may be admitted, upon their request, to the course on a supernumerary position.

Art. 2

Scholarships D.M. n. 118/2023 – TDA-PA-PC-PNRR

The scholarships identified in the PhD sheet with the initials DM118 are financed through the D.M. no. 118 of 2023/03/02 in force on the PNRR, on investment measures M4C1-Inv. 3.4 “Didactics and advanced university skills” and Inv. 4.1 “Extension of the number of research doctorates and innovative doctorates for public administration and cultural heritage”, to develop research topics linked to the following macro-areas:

- "Digital and Environmental Transition", identified in this notice by the code [118.TDA.<university>];
- “Pubblica Amministrazione”, identificate all’interno del presente bando dal codice [118.PA.<university>];
- “Patrimonio Culturale”, identificate all’interno del presente bando dal codice [118.PC.<university>];
- topics of the PNRR plan, identified in this notice by the code [118.PNRR.<university>] and must fall within the following missions:
  1. Digitization, innovation, competitiveness, culture and tourism;
  2. Green revolution and ecological transition;
  3. Infrastructures and sustainable mobility;
  4. Education and research;
  5. Social, gender and territorial equity;

The string "<university>" identifies the funding university, the location where the study and research activity of the doctoral student receiving this grant will take place.

Doctoral students receiving scholarships as per D.M. 118/2023 for the topic "Digital and Environmental Transition" have to:

a. develop a project concerning disciplinary and thematic areas consistent with the digital transition and the ecological transition referred to in the PNRR;

b. implement the entire doctoral, training, research and evaluation process at the administrative and operational offices of the University of Palermo and/or associated universities, with the exception of study and research periods at companies and research centers and abroad, scheduled in line with the training and research activities envisaged at the University offices;

c. spend periods of study and research in companies or research centers from a minimum of six (6) months to a maximum of twelve (12) months, even non-continuous, over the three-year period;

d. spend periods of study and research abroad, even non-continuous, from a minimum of six (6) months up to the maximum limit established by art. 9, paragraph 3, of the decree of the Minister of University and Research 14 December 2021, n. 226.

The candidate who wish to compete for a DM 118 scholarship on a restricted topic must indicate it in the appropriate section of the project file (Annex B). The candidates, who will compete for one of these positions, will also participate for the assignment of positions without a restricted subjects. These scholarships are activated in the context of the restricted topics indicated in the aforementioned decree and in compliance with the eligibility criteria set out in articles 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the aforementioned decree.

Art. 3

Scholarships D.M. n. 117/2023 – PNRR and Companies

The scholarships identified in the PhD sheet with the initials DM117 are financed through the D.M. no. 117 of 2023/03/02 under the PNRR, Mission 4, component 2 "From Research to Business" - Investment 3.3 "Introduction of innovative doctorates that meet the innovation needs of companies and promote the recruitment of researchers from companies", resources for financing innovative doctoral scholarships cycle XXXIX, Academic Year 2023/2024, to develop research topics linked to the following macro-areas and of the PNRR:

1. Digitization, innovation, competitiveness, culture and tourism;
2. Green revolution and ecological transition;
3. Infrastructures and sustainable mobility;
4. Education and research;
5. Social, gender and territorial equity;

Doctoral students receiving D.M. 117/2023 scholarships will be selected on the basis of the provisions contained in the Directorial Decree of 29 July 2016, n. 1540, with reference to the implementation of a competition for innovative doctorates with an industrial connotation that:

a. concerns disciplinary and thematic areas consistent with the needs of the country, as well as the regional territories involved in the programme, in terms of highly qualified figures and oriented towards satisfying the innovation needs of the companies referred to in the PNRR;
b. it compulsorily provides for the implementation of the entire doctoral, training, research and evaluation program at the administrative and operational offices of the University of Palermo and/or associated universities, with the exception of periods of study and research at the company;

c. it compulsorily provides for periods of study and research in the company from a minimum of six (6) months to a maximum of eighteen (18) months, even non-continuous, over the three-year period;

d. it compulsorily requires a minimum of 6 months of study and research abroad, even non-continuous, over the three-year period;

The scholarships in this article are on a restricted theme and financed for € 30,000 by the MUR, for € 30,000 by companies/enterprises and for the remainder by UNIPA. Within the PhD Sheet, these grants are identified by the code [117.<company>], where <company> identifies the co-financing company/enterprise.
The candidate who wish compete for D.M. n.117 scholarship on a restricted topic, it must be indicated in the appropriate section of the project file (Annex B).
Candidates who compete for one of these positions will also participate for the assignment of positions without restricted topics.
The positions of this article will be activated only if approved by Ministry of university and research (MUR).

Art. 4
Scholarships financed by external bodies
There’re available positions with scholarships financed by subjects outside the University of Palermo. These types of grants may include specific research topics proposed by the funding bodies. The beneficiaries of these scholarships, will have to develop their study and research activity at the locations indicated by the funding body, Companies/Universities/Research Centers, including foreign ones.

Art. 5
Admission requirements

1. Degrees required
May apply candidates in possession of a academic qualification listed in the PhD sheet and of the level:
- Diploma of specialist degree (Ministerial Decree n. 509/1999);
- Master's degree (Ministerial Decree 270/2004);
- Graduation diploma of the old system, equivalent to a second level degree in accordance with the Interministerial Decree n. 233 of 9 July 2009 and subsequent amendments.
Candidates without a qualification belonging to one of the degree classes listed in the doctoral sheet will be excluded from the competition.
May participate candidates in possession of an academic qualification awarded abroad, lasting at least four years, equivalent in terms of level of study (Master's Degree) to the access qualifications specified above.
May also participate candidates who already hold a research doctorate. In this case the candidate, if he has already benefited from a doctoral scholarship, even partially, may be admitted without scholarship, but only if in useful placement in the merit ranking of the winners.
All candidates are provisionally admitted to the selection.
If, following verification of the documentation produced, the academic qualification held does not comply with the above requirements or the declarations made are not true, at any time the University
may order the exclusion from the selection procedure or the course and a Rector will issued a decree. In case of false declarations, the university will be able to take legal action.

2. Admission to the selection for candidates in the process of obtaining their degree. Candidates that will obtain the master degree before the enrollment date of the PhD can participate to the selection. Candidates have 15 days from the graduation day to send to the Research Doctorate Office a self-certification declaration (or a certification in the case of a title obtained in non-EU countries) of the successful achievement of the title.

3. Academic qualification obtained abroad
Citizens in possession of an academic qualification obtained abroad lasting at least four years, equivalent in terms of level of study to the Italian academic qualifications required for access to the doctorate course, must attach the degree certificate issued by the university of origin to the application form. If the academic qualification has not been declared equivalent to an Italian qualification, the board of examinee will ascertain the suitability of the qualification, in compliance with art. 2 of Law 148/2002, of the legislation in force in Italy and in the country where the qualification was issued, as well as of the treaties of international agreements on the matter of recognition of qualifications for the continuation of studies. The suitability ascertained by the commission will be valid only for accessing the competition. Candidates holding qualifications obtained in a non-European country, in case of admission to the course, must produce an Italian legal translation of the qualifications or a "declaration of local value", issued by the Italian diplomatic-consular. Foreign qualifications can be replaced by the Diploma Supplement, issued by the competent institutions according to the standards established by the European Commission and concern the overall training path for obtaining the degree. The University reserves the right to request the "declaration of local value" in cases where there are doubts about the validity of the qualification. Candidates with a foreign academic qualification will be admitted to the selection with reserve. A candidate will be excluded from the selection of from the PhD course if It turns out that his qualification does not comply with the requirements set out in this notice.

4. Fee for participation in the competition procedure
To participate in the competition, candidates are required to pay a contribution of € 50.00, under penalty of exclusion, before the deadline for submitting the application. The payment, in no case refundable, must be through the PagoPA service, accessible from the online procedure of the student portal or at any PSP (Payment Service Providers - in the Italian territory). For more information, see the page https://unipa.it/ateneo/pagamenti.html. Those who pay the competition fee in ways other than those described above or outside the deadline will not allow participating in the competition procedure. Disabled people with confirmed infirmity higher than 66% and foreign citizens are exempt from paying the participation fee. Foreign candidates with Italian citizenship are required to pay the participation fee.

Art. 6
Applications for admission
Candidates must observe the following steps of the online procedure:

a) Register on the Student Portal of the University of Palermo, available at http://studenti.unipa.it - To register, select the link "Click here to register on the Student Portal" and follow the instructions. Already registered candidates can skip directly to point
b) access the Student Portal http://studenti.unipa.it using your credentials (username and password), click on "Click here to access your Reserved Area";

c) Click on "New Practice" item inside the "PRACTICES" menu. Select the item "Dottorati di ricerca/PhD" from the proposed list and then select "Application for participation in the competition for access to a PhD course / PhD Courses - Call for applicants";

d) complete the online application;

e) At the end of the procedure, for candidates not subject to exemption, the system will create a payment PagoPA receipt of € 50 (fifty/00). The fee is in no case refundable and must be paid according to the methods indicated in the previous article point 4, by the deadline date of the announcement, published at the link:

www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati/

The application for participation in the competition for admission to the PhD courses, completed online, is valid as a self-certification made pursuant to Presidential Decree 445/2000 and art. 3 of Law no. 127/97.

The candidate must also attach to the application, via upload, the following documents in pdf format:

1) (Annex A) - Europass Curriculum Vitae

2) (Attachment B) - Research project. Brief description of the research project proposed by the candidate and of the objectives and obtainable results.

In the form, the candidate will be able to express interest in competing for the assignment of scholarships on a restricted topic. It will be possible to express interest in a maximum of 5 restricted topics, reporting the relevant codes in the appropriate section of Annex B. The order of entered codes will define the priority of interest. The first one on the list has the highest priority and so on. The priority assigned will influence the scholarships awarding procedure. The scholarships with restricted topic are assigned first.

Candidates who choose to compete for scholarships on a restricted topic will also automatically participate for the assignment of a place on a free research topic. In any case, the research project proposed by the candidate must be consistent with the objectives of the course.

3) (Attachment C) - Self-certification signed and rendered pursuant to Presidential Decree 445/2000, of the qualification obtained and the exams taken. For qualifications obtained abroad, attach the Diploma Supplement or degree certificate issued by the University of origin or similar certification (in Italian or English) of the overall educational path for the achievement of the degree, which constitutes an access requirement.

4) (Annex D) - Signed self-certification, made pursuant to Presidential Decree 445/2000, of the additional qualifications held and any scientific publications.

5) Copy of a valid identification/passport document.

6) In case of disability, the medical certificate certifying the disability higher than 66%.

Graduating students must attach a copy of the exams taken or an equivalent self-certification, made pursuant to Presidential Decree 445/2000.

Graduating students from foreign universities must attach certification of the exams taken (in Italian or English), issued by the University of origin.
The following will cause exclusion from the competition procedure:
- the lack of possession of a qualification belonging to one of the degree classes indicated in the doctoral file;
- qualifications obtained abroad, not equivalent in terms of level of study (Master’s Degree) to the qualifications specified in the course description, which consequently do not give access to PhD programmes;
- self-certifications of the access title without signature pursuant to D.P.R. 445/2000;
- failure to submit one of the following documents: Research Project (Annex B), Self-certification of admission qualification (Annex C), copy of identification document.

The publications held listed in Annex D must in no upload with the application form. The candidate can indicate an institutional link, where the examining commission can view them. The candidate with a disability must specify in the application form, in accordance with Law 104/92, as integrated by law 17/99, the necessary assistance in relation to their condition. The documents presented must be drafted/translated into Italian or English, by and under the responsibility of the candidate.

It is the candidates’ responsibility to verify the correct conclusion of the procedure through the Student Portal (section “PRACTICES” - “MY PRACTICES”). The application will be duly submitted if at the end of the procedure the program returns the information that it is in the status “BOLLETTINO PAGATO” (if payment of the € 50.00 fee is due), or “CONSEGNATA” (only in the case of exemption from payment of the fee). Complaints will not be accepted for any malfunctioning of the computer system due to overloads encountered by candidates near the deadline. Therefore, it is advisable to send the application for participation in the competition well in advance of the deadline date of the announcement.

All candidates are provisionally admitted to the competition procedure. Failure to participate to the interview, regardless of the reason, is equivalent to renunciation. The Administration may order at any time, with a motivated provision, the exclusion due to lack of the required requisites. This provision will be communicated to the interested party at the e-mail address registered in the student portal. The University Administration assumes no responsibility in the event of loss of communications, due to inaccurate indications by the candidate of residence, address, e-mail address, or failure or late communication of the change of the same.

**Art. 7**

**Board of examiners**

The boards of examiners for the admission to the PhD Courses are composed respecting the art. 11 of the Regulations for PhD courses. They are proposed by the PhD Boards and appointed by the Rector. The composition of the individual board of examiners will be published after the deadline at link [www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati/](http://www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati/)

The Board of examiners for the admission to the PhD course is appointed, on the proposal of the PhD Board, with a Rector decree and remains in charge for 12 months; The selection board for access to the doctorate is composed of an odd number of components and at least three members chosen from university professors and researchers. Only one member of the PhD Board can be part of the commission and no more than one researcher can be part of it. If possible, it should be respected gender equality.
Furthermore, can be added no more than three experts, not belonging to the doctoral board, chosen in the academic field or coming from public and private research bodies and/or structures, including foreign ones.

Art. 8

Admission tests

1. Method of selection
The PhD course sheet, that is part of this announcement, reports the methods used for selection. The competition will take place through project evaluation, qualifications and interview. The interviews are public and will take place online, through the Microsoft Teams platform. Each candidate will be able to participate for more than one Research Doctorates, by submitting separate applications; this circumstance, however, will not constitute a constraint for the schedule of the tests.
In the case the PhD course is divided into curricula, each candidate is required to indicate one or more curricula in the online application, according to the order of priority in which he is interested. The PhD sheet reports the list of curricula.
The list of candidates and the relative annexes to the applications will be available to the coordinators of the doctoral courses who will forward them to the Presidents of the Commissions.

2. Evaluation criteria: project, qualifications and online interview
The Board of examiners have a total of 100 points distributed as follows:
Project Evaluation - maximum 30 points.
The test is passed with the minimum vote of 21/30.
- For the evaluation of the projects, the Commissions will have a maximum of 30 points available and the candidate will be admitted to the oral test, if the project receives an evaluation of at least 21 points. The project will be evaluated on the following criteria:
  1. Originality of the project: maximum 15 points;
  2. Consistency with the research topics of the doctorate and with any restricted topic on which the candidate has expressed a preference: maximum 10 points;
  3. Methodological rigor and knowledge of the reference scientific literature: maximum 5 points.

The research project presented by the candidate is evaluated for the purposes of accessing the courses and the proposed research topic is not binding for the purposes of the training activity. The PhD Board may assign the candidate a different research topic than the one presented in the selection phase, bearing in mind the consistency with the candidate's career and curriculum.

Evaluation of qualifications - maximum 10 points.
- For the evaluation of qualifications, each Commission will comply with the following criteria:
  1. Entry title to the competition: 0 points;
  2. Other second level degree: 0.5 points (max 1 point);
  3. PhD title: 1 point (max 2 points);
  4. Certificate of post-graduate specialization university courses: 0.5 points (max 1 point);
  5. Attendance of specialization schools recognized by the MUR: 0.2 points/year (max 1 point);
  6. 2nd level University Master recognized by the MUR: 0.5 points (max 1 point);
7. Post-graduate periods spent in Italian or foreign scientific institutions: 0.1 points/month (max 2 points).

8. Scientific publications: 1 point (max 2 points), only publications published on the deadline date of the call will be evaluated, which will be relevant to the objectives of the course and provided with ISBN, ISSN, ISMN or DOI.

The maximum overall score attributed to scientific qualifications and publications cannot exceed 10 points. Higher scores will be considered equal to 10.

The assessment of qualifications is carried out before the oral test.

Interview - maximum 60 points.
The test is passed with the minimum grade of 31/60.
The test will be aimed at ascertaining the preparation, skills and aptitude of the candidate for scientific research. The exam consists of an interview in which the candidate will present the research project attached to the application.

For all candidates, the interview will take place online through the Microsoft Teams platform, according to the provisions of the Commission. Before starting test candidates, under penalty of exclusion from participation, must show a valid identification document deposited in copy with the application form.

Candidates must have a Personal Computer (laptop or desktop), possibly also a tablet, an Internet connection with a download speed of at least 1024 Kbs and 512 Kbs for upload, Webcam and microphone.
The candidate must also demonstrate good knowledge of the English language.
The Commissions can decide that the oral exam will be held in English.

The list of candidates admitted to the interview, with the indication of the score assigned to the research project and the qualifications, will be published online at link www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati. The date of the interviews will be published at the link: www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati/ and will be valid as notification and official convocation of the candidates, who therefore will not have to wait for further communication.

Interviews dates will be published at least twenty days before the starting date. Any changes to the dates or place of the tests will be published at the same link and will be valid as notification and official convocation. Candidates Therefore will not have to wait for further communication. Failure to communicate the personal email, failure to connect, absence or unavailability of the candidate on the established day/time, failure to show a valid identification document, will cause exclusion from the selection procedure.

Art. 9
Admission tests for subjects graduated abroad on reserved positions
Graduates abroad who intend to participate for reserved positions have to choice during application phase. These candidates will not be able to compete even for ordinary positions. Choosing one of the two methods of participation excludes the other.

Art. 10
Rankings and admission to the courses
At the end of the selection procedures for each PhD course, a general merit ranking will be compiled, showing all suitable candidates, including candidates who have opted for a scholarship for a
restricted research topic. The ranking will contain the score attributed to the candidates and any preferences expressed for the scholarships with a restricted theme (maximum 5);
The merit rankings will be approved by Rector’s Decree, having ascertained the regularity of the documents.

Positions will be assigned in the following order:
1. positions with scholarship with a restricted topic;
2. reserved positions with scholarship (if provided), according to general merit ranking;
3. positions with university scholarship, according to general ranking list;
4. reserved positions without scholarship, according to general ranking list;
5. positions without scholarship, according to general ranking list.

Winning candidates of a restricted position with scholarship, can’t opt for another type of scholarship. In case of renunciation of the scholarship, the candidate will be admitted as a supernumerary to a position without a scholarship.

Winners will be admitted to the courses according to the order defined by the relative ranking list, up to the number of positions available.
In case of equal merit, the younger female candidate will precede.
In case of equal merit with all male candidates, the younger candidate will precede.
Reserved positions (if any) are those intended for candidates with additional requirements to those of a scientific nature (e.g. scholarships reserved for graduates abroad, scholarships from specific foreign universities).
Positions with scholarships financed by external bodies will be assigned if the agreements are signed before the conclusion of the competition procedures.

All scholarships, financed by an external body, will be paid after the University receive the fund from the external body.
The general rankings lists will be published on the University website: www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati/
This publication is valid as official notification to the candidates and will be after the conclusion of the competition tests. No home communications will be send.
Appeals against the ranking will not be admitted after the sixtieth day from the approval of the competition documents by Rector’s decree.
In the event of a useful placement for the assignment of positions for several doctoral courses, the candidate will have to exercise the option for only one course.
Limited to medical specialization schools, the PhD Board and the Council of the Specialization School can authorize the joint attendance of the specialization course and the doctorate pursuant to art. 7 of Ministerial Decree 226/2021. Joint attendance will result in the suspension of the payment of the assigned PhD scholarship.

In case of available positions due to renunciation, who is already enrolled in a position with a scholarship in a restricted subject will not be consulted.
In case of available position due to renunciation, a communication will be send to the suitable incoming candidate setting a deadline to complete the enrolment procedure.
Failure to register within the indicated deadline will be considered as renunciation.

Art. 11
Supernumerary admissions
Candidates graduated abroad, who have successfully passed the exams, if they are not among the winners, they can be admitted to the PhD course, without a scholarship on a supernumerary position, to the extent of 50% of the positions available, only if:
- they benefit of scholarships financed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MAECI) of the Italian Republic or by the Government of their country of origin;
- they born in a countries in which exists a PhD agreement between the University and its country. In any case the University will provide any benefits.

Candidates holding research grant, can be enrolled in the PhD course either with scholarship renouncing the grant or without scholarship and keeping the research grant. Candidates in the ranking list and non-winners can be enrolled without a scholarship, but no more than one for PhD course and respecting the rank list order.

Art. 12
Italian public employees
Italian public employees in a winner position will be admitted to the doctoral course, upon payment of the fees for access and attendance.
An Italian public employee, who is a winner position, can alternatively:
- Benefit from the doctoral grant: in this case the public administration, with which the employment relationship is established, "compatibly with its needs", places the employee on extraordinary leave for study reasons, without pay, for the duration of the doctoral course (Law 476 of 13 August 1984, as amended by art. 52, paragraph 57 of Law no. 448 of 28.12.2001 and by Law no. 240 of 30.12. 2010 art. 19, point 3, paragraph a);
- Renouncing the scholarship: in this case the public administration, with which the employment relationship is established, "compatibly with its needs", places the employee on extraordinary leave for study reasons, for the duration of the doctoral course; the same is admitted to the doctoral course as a supernumerary and retains the economic treatment relating to his employment relationship.

- The period of extraordinary leave is useful for the purposes of career progression, retirement and social security treatment, enjoyed by the administration to which they belong.

Art. 13
Enrollment
The winning candidates must enroll online, within the peremptory deadline of 7 days, starting from the day following the publication of the ranking list on the website: www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati/
The procedure can be completed by accessing the Students Portal (http://studenti.unipa.it) using the same credentials received during registration. The enrollment procedure can be started through the link "Enrollment application for a PhD course" that can be reached via the hypertext path PRATICHE STUDENTE - NUOVA PRATICA - Dottorati di Ricerca. At the end of the procedure, after uploading the self-certifications, the Research project and others required documents in pdf format, a PagoPA payment receipt is printed. Using the PagoPA service the candidate can pay the enrollment fee. Applicants who fail to pay the enrollment fee by the deadline will be excluded from the course and this decision will be irrevocable.

Art. 14
Contributions for access and attendance to courses
The annual fee for PhD courses is determined by resolution no. 8.15 of the Board of Directors of 2022/07/05 and with Decree no. 3045 of 2022/17/11, as specified below:

a) Students with scholarship
Administrative fees € 200.00  
Regional tax €140.00  
Stamp duty €16.00  
b) Supernumerary students admitted without scholarship  
Regional tax €140.00  
Stamp duty €16.00  

The following are exempt from paying the administrative fees:  
- people with a disability higher than 66%;  
- holders of scholarships financed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MAECI) in relation to the year of funding of the scholarship;  
- foreign citizens who benefit from a scholarship financed by the country of origin.

Art. 15  
Scholarship  
The scholarships are assigned according to the ranking order, until the scholarships are exhausted. Once the course has started, in any case the residual scholarship, due to renunciations or exclusions, will be assigned to another doctoral student.  
The registration fees or the regional tax may vary from year to year, following a resolution by the Academic Bodies or Ministerial or Regional provisions.  
Those who have previously benefited from a scholarship for a PhD course, even for just one year or a fraction of it, cannot apply for a position with scholarship and are placed among the supernumerary winners without scholarship.  
The annual scholarship is € 16,243 gross amount (Ministerial Decree No. 247 of 23 February 2022) including social security charges to be paid by the PhD student and it’s subject to the INPS social security contribution.  
In any case, the granting of the scholarship can only take place after the doctoral student, at the time of enrollment, has provided his/her bank details (IBAN). For payment purposes can be used only personal bank account number.  
The PhD student must be in possession of a valid tax code (Codice Fiscale) and has to be registered to the “Gestione Separata” service of INPS.  
The scholarships is annual and is renewed only if the PhD student is admitted to the next year by the PhD Board.  
Scholarship payments are one month postponed.  
The scholarship is increased by 50% in proportion and in relation to periods of training abroad. The period abroad has to be authorized by Board od PhD and can't be more than eighteen months.  
Supernumerary PhD students without a scholarship who go abroad will be able to take advantage of a contribution pursuant to Art. 16, paragraph 6, of the Regulations for PhD courses.  
In the case of a scholarship financed by an external body, the training periods abroad will be governed by the relative agreement.  
For the entire duration of the course, doctoral students are not allowed to combine their scholarship with others conferred for any reason, except with those granted by national or foreign institutions useful for integrating the training or research activity of the scholarship holders with stays abroad (Article 6 of Law No. 398 of 30th November 1989).

Art. 16  
Attendance and obligations of doctoral students
Admission to the PhD involves an exclusive full-time commitment, according to the Regulations of the PhD courses of the University of Palermo.

Doctoral students are required to carry out their research activity according to the guide and rules established by the PhD Board, in compliance with the training plan defined in the activation proposal. At the end of each year course, doctoral students have to submit a report on their research. The PhD Board may ask doctoral students to prepare reports and/or intermediate reports in order to evaluate their training path.

The PhD Board decides on admission to the following year or, in case of a negative assessment, on exclusion from the course.

In the event of unjustified suspension, lasting more than thirty days, the scholarship will be suspended and recovered later.

In compliance with art. 14, point 3), of the Regulations of the Research Doctorate courses of the University of Palermo, doctoral students "PhD students can carry out up to 40 hours, as part of the training project and authorized by the PhD Board, tutoring activities to students of degree and master's degree courses.

Doctoral students in the medical area can participate in the clinical assistance activity.

In the case of Doctorates associated with international universities, the procedures for carrying out the course and the composition of the final exam commission is defined inside the agreement signed by the two institutions. The PhD Board may require PhD students to carry out a mandatory period abroad, not exceeding 12 months, which can be extended to 18 months in the case of a PhD program associated with foreign universities or research centres.

Art. 17
Incompatibility

Enrollment in the doctoral course is incompatible with enrollment in Italy and abroad in other doctoral courses. Thesis co-supervision and international doctorates which require double enrollment are an exception. For joint attendance of a doctoral course and a Master courses, it's necessary to get a positive evaluation from the respective Boards.

Art. 18
Achievement of the PhD title

The title of research doctor, abbreviated with the words: "Dott. Ric." or "Ph.D.", is released following the positive evaluation of a research thesis that contributes to the advancement of knowledge or methodologies in the chosen field of investigation. The doctoral thesis, accompanied by a summary in Italian or English, is written in Italian or English or in another language with the prior authorization of the PhD Board. The thesis is defended in front a Commission that formulates an articulated judgment, which takes into account the judgments expressed by the PhD Board for the research developed in the three years course. The title of PhD is awarded upon passing a final exam.

To defence the thesis the candidates has to pay a final exam fee and a stamp duties required by law.

The University takes care of the deposit of the thesis at the national libraries of Rome and Florence, through the IRIS application and guarantees its public consultation on the web.

The title of PhD is conferred by the Rector who certifies this achievement with the release of a parchment.

Art. 19
Managing of personal data

The University undertakes to respect the confidential nature of the information provided by the candidate. All data received will be processed only for the purposes connected to the competition
and to the management of the PhD student's career, up to the achievement of the PhD title, in compliance with current laws. PhD students enrolled in PhD courses will be officially registered on the private mailing lists of the University of Palermo, used by the university to send communications to all PhD students.

**Art. 20**
**Responsible for the procedure**
The official responsible for the procedure referred to in this announcement is Mr Carmelo Priolo - email: doctorati@unipa.it. For further information, candidates can contact the Area Ricerca e Trasferimento Tecnologico - U.O. Research Doctorates, Piazza Marina n. 61 - 90133 Palermo, telephone +39 091 238 93135 / 99521 / 93345 / 93127 / 93796.

**Art. 21**
**Final rules**
Although not explicitly reported in this announcement, reference is made to the rules contained in Law no. 210/98, in the D.M. no. 224 of 30.4.1999, in the law 240/2010, in the D.M. no. 226 of 2021/14/12, published in the GURI n. 308 of 2021/12/29, in the Regulations of the PhD courses of the University of Palermo, issued with DR n. 3900 of 2022/09/09, as well as with the other provisions in force on the matter.

This call for applications and related attachments are available on the University of Palermo website at: www.unipa.it/didattica/dottorati/

Attached to this notice:
- 1 PhD sheet;
- Europass Curriculum Vitae template (Annex A);
- Project template (Annex B);
- Substitutive Declaration template relating to the certification of the admission qualification and study plan with the exams taken and the grades obtained (Annex C)
- Self-certification Declaration template, relating to the list of qualifications and publications held (Annex D);

THE RECTOR
Prof. Massimo MIDIRI